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What we do in the paper 

•  What is income gap?: 
Δ (cash flows) = (interest sensitive assets – liabilities) x Δshort rate 

•  Effect on cash-flows potentially large:  
–  bank-level data (BHC) over 1986-2011 
–  Aggregate gap = +20% of aggregate assets 
–  +100bp à earnings = + 0.2 x 100bp = +0.2% of assets 

•  Our question: how does it affect lending ? 

income	  gap	  



Contributions 
•  Document income gap 

–  with bank-level data; large panel 
–  Cross-section vs. time-series 
–  Hedging seems minor: 

•  Gap x interest affects cash flows & stock prices 
•  Purnanandam (07), Begeneau & al (12), English&al (13) 
 

•  Show impact on lending  
–  Using cross-sectional variation in income gap & time variation 

in interest rates 
–  Failure of M&M in banks 

•  Kashyap & Stein (95,00), Campello (01) 



literature 

•  Monetary policy channel 
–  use micro data to control for credit demand 
–  kashyap&stein (95,00): size, liquidity 
–  campello (02): internal capital markets 

•  Interest rate risk:  
–  Non financials: chava-purnanandam (07); 

chernenko&faulkender (11) 
–  Flannery&James (84); Vickery (2008); English&al. (2012) 
–  purnanandam (07): capital structure.  
–  begeneau, piazessi, schneider (12): speculation 

•  Investment-to-cash flow sensitivity in CF 



Roadmap 

1.  Documenting income gap 

2.  Effect on lending 



BHC “Call Reports” codebook 



Descriptive Statistics 
–  mean gap = 13% of assets  

–  Cross-sectional dispersion: p25=0%, p75=25% 
 
–  Aggregate gap = 20% of aggregate assets 

How come average gap is >0 ?  
–  ST liabilities do not include transaction and savings deposits 

(rightly so: Hannan&Berger (1991)) 
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“Average bank” in the BHC data 
Assets	   Liabili+es	  

Earning	  assets	  that	  will	  
reprice	  or	  mature	  <1	  year	  

Earning	  assets	  whose	  rate	  
is	  fixed	  >1	  year	  

Interest-‐bearing	  deposits	  
that	  will	  reprice	  or	  mature	  

<1	  year	  43%	  
29%	  

variable	  rate	  LT	  debt	   1%	  

equity	  

mostly	  deposits	  

Fixed	  rate	   Variable	  rate	  



Time-series of income gap 
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How much information is there? 

•  Our measure of Income gap is noisy: 
–  Ignores exact repricing dates. (yearly horizon) 
–  Hedging can mitigate accounting income gap impact. 

 

•  First look at impact on income directly: 
–  Follows literature (Kashyap & Stein, Campello, etc.) 
–  Regress Δcash flowit on Income Gapit-1 x ΔFedFundst-k 
–  Control for: 

•  Bank Sizeit-1 x ΔFedFundst-k, k=0,1,…,4 
•  Bank Equity Ratioit-1 x ΔFedFundst-k, k=0,1,…,4 

–  All variables normalized by lagged total assets 



Noisy (5c per $ of gain), yet strongly 
significant 



No difference between large&small banks 



Hedging does not matter – not 
surprising here 



Placebo Regression: Non Interest Income 

No	  effect,	  as	  expected	  



Effect on interest income leads to effect 
on earnings 



No effect of hedging (consistent with 
Begeneau et al. 2012) 



Effect on Market Values 

17	  Remark:	  implies	  earnings	  mulKple	  of	  25	  



Response to the 2004-2006 tightening: 
 



Macro relevance: impact on 
aggregate bank earnings 
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Does it affect lending? 
•  Follow literature (Kashyap & Stein, Campello) 

•  Regress Lending Growthit on: 

–  Income Gapit-1 x ΔFedFundst-k k=0,1,…,4 

–  Bank Sizeit-1 x ΔFedFundst-k, k=0,1,…,4 

–  Bank Equity Ratioit-1 x ΔFedFundst-k, k=0,1,…,4 



+100bp and gap from 25th to 75th  
è Loan Growth: + 0.4 ppt. 

 

Equity	  and	  size	  also	  go	  in	  the	  right	  direc4on	  



Effect smaller on large banks but 
difference insignificant 



Hedging reduces sensitivity to gap, but 
difference is insignificant 



Credit multiplier 

•  How many $ of ΔLoans do we get per additional $ of 
ΔEarnings? 
–  We know that $1 of income gap à 7 cents of earnings 
–  And estimate that 1$ of income gap à 81 cents of loans  

 
è Multiplier = 0.81 / 0.07 = 11 



Duration Gap vs. Income Gap 

 
•  Flows vs. stock effect ? 
•  When we include short and long rates x gap, only 

short rates x gap are significant 

25	  



Robustness 

1.  Control for Liquid Assets x ΔFedFund 
–  Kashyap & Stein (2000), reduces obs. to 1993-2011 
–  not same sample: BHC not call reports 

2.  Alternative specification used in the literature: 
–  Time series of cross-sectional « loan to gap » sensitivity 

regressed on interest rates. 

 



Conclusion 

•  Heterogeneity in income gap leads to differences in 
reaction to monetary policy 

 
•  When rates increase, banks with higher income gap 

tighten credit less 
 

•  Can be interpreted as reaction of risky investment to 
cash-flow shocks 
àan instrument would be great 


